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COMMERCIAL
Designed With An Infinite Number of Spaces in Mind
Nexos, a complete smart building solution, makes commercial offices smarter
and more productive. Whether your office spaces are open, have individual offices
and conference rooms, or more customized layouts, Nexos can accommodate a
wide range of needs that can be re-imagined along with your office space.
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Together, the Node, Gateway, and Cloud are Nexos. A commercial building
solution with a single location where all devices connect.

Today’s office buildings are becoming smarter – using
technology to reduce operational costs while increasing
employee productivity and well-being.

Put Nexos to Use for You
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Temperature Sensors

Bluetooth Sensors
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Occupancy Sensors
Layer occupancy sensors
onto Igor’s Nexos platform
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Future-Proof

Be ready to adapt to the future
by using Igor’s reliable, scalable,
and proven PoE technology to
create a smart building that will
stand the test of time.

